Precession electron diffraction (PED) in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) is discussed in order t o illustrate its utility for structural fingerprinting of nanocrystals. While individual nanocrystals may be fingerprinted structurally from PED spot patterns, ensembles of nanocrystals may be fingerprinted from powder PED ring patterns.
Introduction
For various reasons, structural fingerprinting of ensembles of nanocrystals is not feasible by means of standard laboratory-based powder X-ray diffractometry (XRD) [1] . Crystalline vanadium-oxide nanotubes [2] , for example, show only one strong Bragg peak when a Cu-K a X-ray tube is used for the recording of a powder X-ray diffractogram, Fig. 1 . Because there is an industrial scale need for structural fingerprinting of nanocrystals, this paper discusses precession electron diffraction (PED) as an alternative to powder XRD. PED has existed for more than a decade [3] and found over recent year applications in electron crystallography [4] . This followed from the commercial availability of precession electron diffraction add-ons to existing TEMs* and because the structures of nanocrystals can be both solved and refined on the basis of PED data from individual nanocrystals. Any technique that facilitates the solving and refining of nanocrystals can also be used for structural fingerprinting [5, 6] .
The scattering of fast electrons in a TEM is particularly useful for structural assessments of nanocrystals. Since the interaction of the electrons with the periodic electrostatic potential in a crystal is several orders of magnitude stronger than the interaction of X-rays with the periodic electron density of the same crystal, this strong scattering necessitates the usage of the dynamical theory of electron diffraction in the routine practice of transmission electrum microscopy. For sufficiently thin nanocrystal, kinematic and quasi-kinematic approximations to the dynamical scattering theory do, however, frequently suffice [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The Blackman correction for primary extinction effects can be used for integrated reflection intensities in the two-beam dynamical case [ 9] and Bethe's dynamical potentials can be used in order to assess the influence of weak beams on strong beams [10] . Neither of these quasi-kinematic approximations requires the knowledge of the exact crystal thickness and orientation for its application. This feature makes them very useful for structural fingerprinting in the TEM.
Precession electron diffraction
The single-crystal PED method is formally analogous to the well known (single-crystal) X-ray (Buerger) precession technique. It utilizes, however, a precession movement of the primary electron beam around the microscope's optical axis rather than that of a zone axis of a single crystal around a fixed primary X-ray beam direction [3] . Due to the much larger radius of the Ewald sphere, the precession angles are in PED only a few degrees, i.e. an order of magnitude smaller than in X-ray precession. The primary electron beam can be either parallel or slightly convergent, and its precession creates a hollow illumination cone which has its vertex on the crystalline sample.
The primary electron beam and the diffracted beams are de-scanned (after they have left the nanocrystal) in such a manner that stationary diffraction patterns are obtained on the viewing screen of the TEM or on the recoding medium underneath this screen [3] . Figure 2 shows a sketch that illustrates the sequential creation of a single-crystal PED pattern.
The projection of the precession movement of the primary electron beam around the optical axis of the microscope onto the viewing screen of the TEM in direct space is equivalent to the rotation of the so called "Laue circle" in reciprocal space, Fig. 2 . The circumference of the Laue circle represents the idealized locations of intersections of the Ewald sphere with zero-dimensional nodes of the reciprocal crystal lattice. Due to the small size of nanocrystals, these nodes are extended in three dimensions by the Fourier transform of the crystal shape function. Individual reflections of real nanocrystals that are located close to the circumference of the Laue circle are, therefore, excited more or less sequentially, Fig. 2 , while the Laue circle as a whole rotates around the central 000 spot of the diffraction pattern. The locations of the individual reflections on the diffraction pattern appear stationary as a result of the proper descaning of the diffracted beams, but their intensities vary while the Laue circle rotates (or equivalently the primary electron beam precesses). All reflections intersect the Ewald sphere twice per precession cycle, and (at least) partially integrated reflection intensities are recorded. Note that the locations of these reflections on the de-scanned (single-crystal) PED patterns are the same as those of their (nonintegrated) counterparts in conventional (single-crystal), stationary-beam selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns, Figs. 3a and 4a. Because individual reflections are excited more or less sequentially while a PED pattern is building up, secondary dynamical scattering between simultaneously excited reflections is significantly reduced. For the same crystal thickness, the electron scattering conditions approach in the PED mode the two-beam dynamical diffraction theory much more closely than in the SAED mode.
Because PED reflection intensities are also (at least partially) integrated, the Blackman correction for primary extinction effects [9] is applicable for inorganic crystal with thicknesses of a few tens of nanometers [5, 6] . Dynamical systematic row scattering is, however, not suppressed by the PED geometry since such rows tend to be excited at once [3, 5, 6] .
The integration of the reflection intensities is more complete with larger precession angles. The thinner the crystal and the higher the precession angle, the more the reflection intensity distribution in an experimental PED pattern will approach Blackman's predictions [9] for the two-beam dynamical case.
The radius of the Laue circle depends on the precession angle and can be calculated from the relation ε sin Figure 3 also shows that PED is experimentally less demanding than SAED since characteristic "zone axis diffraction patterns" can be obtained for crystals that are slightly mis-oriented. This is because the precession movement and proper descaning lead to an (at least partial) integration of the reflection intensities over the excitation error.
In addition, the integrated reflection intensities are modified by the prevailing Lorentz factors, which depend on the precession angle, crystal structure and thickness, as well as on the type of the crystalline sample [5] [6] [7] [8] . As in X -ray diffraction, Lorentz factors account for the physical particulars (including the relative time intervals) of the intersections of the Ewald sphere with the shape transform of the nanocrystals at the accessible reciprocal lattice nodes.
For effects of the crystal thickness (and precession angle) on the integrated reflection intensities, compare Figs. 3 b and 4 b. While kinematically forbidden reflections are present in the experimental PED patterns of Figs. 3b and 4b, they can be differentiated from the other reflections by their characteristic intensity reduction with increasing precession angle [5, 6] .
Although the silicon crystal of Fig. 3 is approximately 60 nm thick, the reflection intensities in the PED patters may still be used for structural fingerprinting in either the quasi-kinematic or the asymptotic two-beam limit [7] . The reflection intensities of the approximately 6 nm thin silicon crystals of Fig. 4 , on the other hand, can be treated kinematically as dynamical diffraction effects are negligible. This can be safely inferred from the very low intensity of the kinematically forbidden (002) and {222} reflections in Fig. 4a . On must, however, take the Lorentz factor into account for the PED pattern of the 6 nm thin silicon crystal. This is demonstrated by the clear visibility of the kinematically forbidden {222} reflections in Fig. 4b . (111) reflection, marked by arrows, is much higher than that of its Friedel pair (111) and that of the other two symmetry equivalent ±(111) reflections in the SAED pattern (a), the intensities of all four {111} reflections are very similar in the PED pattern.
Because the reflection intensities are (at least partially) integrated, the projected Laue class symmetry in the PED patterns can be made another component of structural fingerprinting. Due to the large curvature of the Ewald sphere, the possible Laue classes of the reflections in the zero order Laue zone all contain a two-fold rotation axis. One can, therefore, only distinguish between those six 2D point groups that contain a two-fold axis, i.e. 2, 2mm, 4, 4mm, 6 and 6mm. The other four 2D point groups that do not contain such an axis, i.e. 1, m, 3, and 3m, are possible for reflections in higher order Laue zones, since {h k l+1} and {-h -k -l+1} reflections are not Friedel pairs. Note also that the Laue class symmetry of PED patterns that were recorded with large precession angles is rather insensitive to the exact crystal orientation and dynamical diffraction effects. It is, therefore, a valuable characteristic that can be employed advantageously for structural fingerprinting from PED patterns.
Since kinematically forbidden reflections can be identified from a series of PED patterns with increasing precession angle [5, 6] , space group information may be inferred from them [11] . Reflections from higher order Laue zones in large precession angle PED patterns are particularly useful for this purpose and the space group information determination can be utilized as a third additional component of structural fingerprinting of individual nanocrystals in the TEM [5, 6] . This is all in addition to traditional structural fingerprinting of individual single-crystals from SAED patterns where only the projected reciprocal lattice geometry, i.e. the two shortest reciprocal spacings and the interplanar angle have been utilized [1] .
Note that structural fingerprinting from PED patterns of individual nanocrystal has recently been automated* and highly reliable crystal orientation and phase maps can be recorded in a TEM from a µm 2 -sized sample-area within minutes [12] . Note that the spatial resolution of these maps is superior to the maps that can be recorded by means of the electron backscattering (Kikuchi line) technique in a scanning electron microscope. In addition, electron spot diffraction in a TEM is much less sensitive to the plastic deformation state and possible surface structures of nanocrystals than Kikuchi line backscattering. Just as SAED patterns, e.g. Fig. 5a , can be recorded from a whole ensemble of nanocrystals at once, Fig. 5b , PED patterns may be recorded from crystalline samples of this type as they do possess advantages for structural fingerprinting in the TEM. crystalline nanotubes that cannot be fingerprinted structurally from powder XRD, Fig. 1 . As can be appreciated from the qualitative comparison of Fig. 5a with Figs. 5b and 5c, the powder PED mode leads to an effective suppression of texture effects.
Figures 6 and 7 shows powder SAED and PED patterns of Zeolite Socony Mobil #5 (ZSM-5) and Nidoped cassiterite (SnO 2 ) nanocrystals. The DebyeScherrer rings are more clearly revealed in the precession pattern. This is due to a better statistical crystallite orientation assessment as more nanocrystals contribute integrated intensities to the latter type of pattern. Both of increased visibility of Debye-Scherrer rings and the texture suppression effects support structural fingerprinting in the TEM [1] . 
Summary and Conclusions
Precession electron diffraction results in quasikinematic integrated reflection intensities for inorganic crystals that are up to several tens of nanometers thick. Lorentz factors need to be employed for the correct interpretation of these reflection intensities. Structural fingerprinting in the TEM can be significantly enhanced by the utilization of commercially available* add-on instrumentation to existing mid-voltage TEMs.
